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About This Content

The Class 33 ‘Crompton’ is a classic British Rail Southern Region diesel locomotive, and is ready to get to work for you in Train
Simulator.

The Class 33 first appeared in British Rail Green livery in 1960 and was deployed in the south east. The first British Rail
locomotives to be fitted with a modern electric train heating system, the 33 quickly spread across the whole Southern Region

and could occasionally be seen much further afield, mostly running passenger services but also turning its hand to freight
operations. A total of 98 examples were built, fitted with 1,550-horsepower Sulzer engines, and they proved popular with crews.
The ‘Crompton’ worked throughout the BR Blue and Network Southeast eras, and 40 survived in service up to the privatisation
of the network and continued working for their new owners, EWS. These have now been retired from service, though a number
survive in preservation today. With 7 authentic liveries and Sea Lion ballast hoppers, the Class 33 Add-On for Train Simulator

is a classic for British Rail diesel fans.

Includes:

Class 33 diesel locomotive in 7 liveries: BR Green, BR Blue, BR ‘Dutch’ Grey, EWS Maroon, BR General Grey, Network
Southeast, BR Sector Grey

Sea Lion ballast hopper wagons
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Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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This one is way less known than it deserves.

It's not perfect - those random battles get boring after a while, especially given how long the later dungeons are, and the plot is
suspiciously similar to Echoes of Aetheria - but well worth playing.. Along way to go but a great concept, this software is pretty
fresh so I'll stick around for a bit while the kinks are ironed out.

the library doesnt always load correctly, the interface of choosing a tvshow is pretty bad and is spilt up by episode not show, so
you end up with a list 2 miles long(if you hoard shows like myself). Interface isnt very intuitive and sometimes ignores input
(accidently touching something will reset your view in the section you are looking at causing you to have to pull through an
entire long list again).

The dev from what I've seen has been active in the community so I have hopes for where this product might go.. I recommend
this game to anyone who loves the thrill of figuring out things by oneself.
The first 10-20 or so hours of the game will feel pretty confusing, but slowly achiving mastery over the mechanics of the game
is immensely satisfying.. I like old school isometric RPGs but I really don't like this one. I've tried to like it but its just
directionless, feels half finished, buggy (especially the pathfinding) and doesnt seem to have any enjoyment factor to it, regret
buying.. just like battlefild 2 except it sucks. Very fun game. The artwork\/storytelling is just great. Also the music is top notch
to the point where I want to buy the soundtrack to this game. This game can be frustrating at times and sometimes you may have
to take a loss to figure out the mechanics of a level. If you cant "think on your feet" do not get this game, there isn't a pause
button. The turns go by reasonably quick.
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I'm a huge fan of RPG maker MV but am so sad I bought this and its almost been an entire year, and he still only have 2 weak
DLCs, the 3rd sounds like it will be good, but its been months and nothing.
They said they were going to release them every 2 months....For a total of 8 months, we are on month 11 now...And 2 have not
been released....
I have a feeling we got ripped off. :(. cool game
. When a game about speedrunning runs slower than me on a hot summer day in a heavy woolen sweater then you need to take a
long hard look at the game.

Mmmmmm....... Cupcakes....... A type of catching game ... You can fall asleep haha: D Nothing interesting for me. The game
can be for the elderly. I do not recommend. Waste of time ;)
. Lots of fun in BEING the horde of zombies!
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